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THE DEVIL
IN

TOM JONES
Betty Rizzo

/

he machinery of Fielding's comic epic Tom Jones, like
the machinery of Milton's Paradise Lost, consists of the
Christian supernatural powers, and the struggle be
tween its characters is the struggle between the Christian concepts of
good and evil as ranged on three planes: our earthly one, the heavenly
one above, and the infernal one below Not the stars, but the good and
evil powers influence the personages of the novel, who are, however,
always free to make their own choices. The good influence in Tom Jones
is Providence, whose interpositions are conceived by the general
population as those of Fortune.' The evil influence is that of Satan,
who is figured by the general population as the devil. While the role of
Fielding's Fortune, that frolicking goddess, is well known, the parallel
and complementary role—the devil's—has not received the attention

' On this subject see my essay "The Gendering of Divinity in TomJones" Studies in EighteenthCentury Culture 24, ed. Cada H. Hay and Syndy M. Conger (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1995), 259-77. For Fielding's theology in the novel see also the important
work of Martin C. Battestin, "Fielding: The Argument of Design" and "Fielding: the
Definition of Wisdom" in The Providence of Wit (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
1989), 141-92.
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it deserves in such works as Jonathan Wild, Joseph A.ndrett>s, and most
importantly, in Tom Jones}
For the detailed list of references by the unenlightened to the devil
I would apologize if it were not liecessary to suggest the care with
which Fielding inserted the old one into the worlds of his books.
Paradise Lost w^is an important model for Fielding as he wrote his
comic epic in prose, Tom Jones. Once, in fact, he paraphrases the
narrator's invocation that explains his intention to write of "Things
unattempted yet in prose or rh3rme" (1:16) in his own "we are about to
attempt a Description hitherto unessayed either in Prose or Verse"
(IX:v). Tom, of course, loses Paradise literally when he is ejected from
Paradise Hall and "The World, as Milton phrases it, Ic^ all before him-, and
Jones, no more than Adam, had any Man to whom he might resort for
Comfort or Assistance" (VIFii). In an exalted moment Jones quotes
passages from Milton describing "the heavenly Luminaries" (VlII:ix).
The narrator invokes the Love of Fame that he says inspired Milton
(XIILi). Homer and Milton, the narrator also tells us, were "Masters of
all the Learning of their Times" (IX:i).^
And Fielding was to note that every style except the sublime might
be reached by prose, "And what if even this may not only be atchieved
by the Prose-Writer; but it should be found that the Dignity & Majesty
of Prose should be superiour to that of Verse. Will ye pardon me if I
think Paradise lost is writ in Prose.'"*
Once Fielding has set up an authoritative figure, he uses it in a
variety of ways, one of which is illustrated when Bridget disqualifies her
mental processes by misquoting the "great Miltotl' (VLxiv). Finally,
Tom Jones, like Paradise Lost, is designed as a theodicy, illustrating both
the earthly peregrinations of Satan and the slow working out of affairs
by a just and benign Providence.
But Tom Jones is a comic epic in prose, and when one is writing a
long comic novel in the Christian tradition, there must be conflict but
it must remain comic As one's hero must remain more or less on the
-1 have to thank Marlies Danziger, who in an effort to buttress my argument, suggested this
sentence and a number of other improvements to this paper.
' The wanderings of Odysseus might also be shown to have influenced the wanderings of
Jones, and Homer too is frequendy invoked in this novel.
Letter to James Harris of 24 September 1742, Tie Correspondence of Henry and Sarah Fielding,
ed. Martin C. Battestin and Clive T. Probyn (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 24. Tbis
reference was suggested to me by an anonymous reader. •
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side of the angels, to produce conflict one's villainous characters must
in some sense at least range themselves on the other side. And the tone
of the book cannot be too serious—that is, cannot be Richardsonian.
Yet—the problem—one is not supposed to laugh at genuine evil.
Fielding himself instructs us in his preface to Joseph Andrews that we
may never righdy laugh at vice but only at affectation resulting from
vanity and hypocrisy. A lot of jokes may be generated through the
chapter of accidents—the capricious frolics of Lady Fortune—but
more actual malevolence than hers, a malevolence proceeding from the
actions of the devil's disciples, is necessary for the complication of a
long plot. The problem Fielding had been set resulted in his employing
a number of devices by which he trivialized the popularly conceived
devil without trivializing Satan, schooled the reader into a judiciousness
that could then discriminate between truth and falsehood, raised a
question to be solved only by the judicious reader as to which side the
narrator was on, and, finally, produced a justification for the novel
itself.
There was for Fielding a solution of his first problem to hand. Of
both Formne and the devil much comic use could be made because
they were the consequence of misconception, trivializations of
Providence and Satan. Fielding's narrator does not make a jest of the
vicious; he makes a jest of the manner in which the Christian machinery
and the machinations of the evil are not understood. He ridicules the
ignorant conclusions drawn by the multimde. Providence and Satan are
never trivialized in TomJones; in the behalf of pedagogy for his readers.
Fielding subscribes to the struggle for the human soul between good
and evil. His references to Satan in the novel are seriously intended.
Envy is "the Sister of Satan, and his constant Companion" (IV:viii).
And the narrator gently teases his readers for having lost faith in the
existence of Satan:
Had this History been writ in the Days of Superstition, I
should have had too much Compassion for the Reader to
have left him so long in Suspence, whether Beelzebub or
Satan was about acmally to appear in Person, with all his
Hellish Retinue; but as these Doctrines are at present very
unfortunate, and have but few if any Believers, I have not
been much aware of conveying any such Terrors. (XILxii)
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And then he had a long tradition behind him. The devil had been
triviali2ed and made risible in satiric print and comedy for centvmes.
Fielding well understood one contemporary view of the devil as "a
terrible but sometimes amusing antagonist," characterized by Herbert
Atherton as "a ubiquitous and almost likeable fellow" with, in
eighteenth-century political prints, a gracefully drawn figure.® The
knowledge that the pan-like fellow with cloven hoofs, horns, and a tail
was a version of evil for the uneducated, an iconic distortion or
simplification, also enabled Fielding to trivialize him. The fact that the
devil was also, as Fielding himself sometimes called him, a "gentle
man," in manner and appearance belonging to the gentry, with the
talent of the superior class for gulling the simple, probably appealed to
a broad public who interpreted him as exposing the hypocritical and
deceiving ways of their betters. Atherton notes that "even in the
demonology of the Middle Ages, the devil was never an entirely serious
or awful creature." Incarnate evil, perhaps, but always with something
of the burlesque figure of the medieval religious plays, "the Vice," or
"the Iniquity," a figure sometimes carted off to hell.
Before writing Tom Jones, of course. Fielding had already often
used the devil as a comic persona. Pluto (referred to as the devil) in his
farce Eurydice; or, The DevilHenpeck'd (1737) is a suave and gentlemanly
fellow, full of sensibility, ravished by operatic redtativo (which Fielding
hated), and dominated by Proserpine. In his first navA, Joseph Andrews
(1742), Fielding has already laid down the scheme he would use in Tom
Jones. The devil as farceur is early introduced as a figure in the action
when Joseph quotes a story from a popular collection in which the
devil carries away a whole church in sermon-time without hurting one
member of the congregation (I:iii). In economical fashion, he is here
also identified as a construct of the ignorant if pious. While Abraham
Adams appropriately often invokes the name of God, he is also willing,
when he has inadvertently lost a sum of money, to cry, "Sure the Devil
must have taken it from me." The devil is frequently invoked by the
characters one might expect to be under his influence: thieves,
poachers, sportsmen, landladies of inns. "Strip...or I'll blow your drains
to the Devil' command the thieves who beset Joseph (I:xii). "What the
' Herbert M. Atherton, PoBtical Prints in the Age of Hogarth (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974),
27. Atherton dtesJohn Ashton, The Devil in Britain and America (London: Ward and Downey,
Ltd., 1896).
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Devil have we to do with poor Wretches?" inquires Mrs. Tow-wouse.
"No.. .if the Devil was to contradict me, I would make the House too
hot to hold him" (I:xiii). And Adams produces the author's comforting
(though improbable) theology: "Be of good cheer, Damsel, and repose
thy Trust in the same Providence, which hath hitherto protected thee,
and never will forsake the Innocent" (II:x). The antagonists are thus
aligned.
And as Fielding would suggest in his next work of ivtiaon,Jonathan
Wild (1743), the personages are puppets that he, the author, dances on
the stage to illustrate his comic theodicy. The puppet theater, he
explains, is like the great world, where the real movers remain hidden
behind the delegates who execute their wishes. "No one is ashamed of
consenting to be imposed upon; of helping on the drama, by calling the
several sticks or puppets by the names which the master hath allotted
to them" (II:xi). A novelist is a puppeteer.
Jonathan Wild is at once identified with the devil when he
announces, "I had rather stand on the summit of a dunghill than at the
bottom of a hill in Paradise." "'I have often heard that the devil used
to say,' remarks his fellow the Count,.. .'that it was better to reign in
heU than to be a valet de chamhre in heaven'" (I:v). The thieves and
gamblers consistentiy damn themselves and others: "Damn your eyes!"
is a favorite ejaculation. Wild has a moment of compunction when he
considers he might be damned at last; suppose his laughing and jesting
at the matter were not the last word? "The devil must have me.. .The
devil! Pshaw! I am not such a fool to be frightened at him neither"
(II:xi). But though when he is about to be hanged, the prison Ordi
nary's sermon is badly blotted, it is still partially legible: "hanged **
burnt ** oiled ** oasted. ***ciev** his an*** ell fire ** ternal da***tion" (rV:xiii). The lines stand as a prescription of Wild's fate.
This popular conception of the devil is revealed as spurious in
Fielding's A Dialogue between The Djvil, the Pope, and the Pretender (1745)
when the devil assures the pope he has not been unmasked by the
pretender: "Superstition would have prevented him; the same Supersti
tion which can make Men see cloven Feet and Devils where there are
none, prevents them from seeing them where they really are."® But

' Henry Fielding, A Dialogue between the Demi, the Pope, and the Pretender, in The True Patriot and
Related Writings,ed. W B. Coley (Middletown; Wesleyan University Press,1987, rpt. 1990), 94.
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there are places, always among us, where they really are. Fielding has set
himself the task of helping us to read aright.
He had long been enamored of the puppet theater when, even as
he worked on Tom Jones in the spring of 1748, as Madame de la Nash
he was producing puppet performances in Panton Street that included
his favorite Punch and Joan, in which the popularly conceived devil
plays an important role. As novelist, he conceived himself as puppeteer,
and Punch consistendy creeps into his narrative. The narrator even
compares Cupid to the truculent Punch when Sophia is tempted to
marry as her father wishes until "Cupid, who lay hid in her Muff,
suddenly crept out, and like Punchinello in a Puppet-shew, kicked all out
before him" (Vllldx). Tom was to defend the merry Punch and Joan
show against more polite rivals to the puppet master in the ale house
(XII:v). But the exploits of the devil in Punch and Joan can be seen to
have influenced Tom Jones in more significant ways.
In Panton Street Fielding had revived Punch and Joan in his
"PUPPET-SHEW...With the Comical Humours ^PUNCH and his Wife
JOAN, With all the Original Jokes, F-rts, Songs, Battles, Kickings,
&c."^ In The True Patriot 16 of 18 February 1746, he had regretted the
loss of a once-popular scene in a puppet show with the Emperor of
Muscovy that had culminated in Punch and his man Gudgeon being
carried off "by the Devil or some Monster," and Tom was to register
a similar complaint in the scene with the puppet master in Tom Jones.
The puppet-master, who might represent some such poHte novelist as
Richardson, swiftly finds that raucous behavior from which he had
attempted to free it returned to his stage, in the extempore amours of
the Merry Andrew and Grace, the alehouse maid (XILvi).
The traditional plot of the Punch and Joan show as we know it is
apparently not the plot with which the eighteenth century was famihar.
George Speaight tells us that by the nineteenth century glove puppets
had replaced marionettes in the puppet theater and that the change
wrought changes in the script.® In the glove puppet drama, which could

' For a definitive account of Fielding's puppet shows, see Martin C. Battestin, "Fielding and
'Master Punch' in Panton Street," miolo^calQuarterp XLV, 1 Qanuary 1966), 191-208, and
Martin C. Battestin and Ruthe R. Battestin, Henry Fielding, A Life (London and New York:
Roudedge, 1989), 82-86, 435-40.
* George Speaight, The History of the English Puppet Theatre (London; George G. Harrop & Co.,
Ltd., 1955), 166-83.
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be economically performed by one puppet master instead of the four
or five necessary to work the marionettes, therewere no more than two
characters on stage at a time, Punch and his unlucky victim. Variations
of course were introduced, but basically the entrancingly low and
wicked Punch dispatches a long series of antagonists that might include
his dog, his master, whose head is knocked off, his baby—killed and
tossed to the audience, Judy, a doctor, a black servant, a blind man, a
constable, the hangman whom Punch tricks into the noose himself, and
finally the devil. When the devil appears. Punch may either dispose of
him too, or may be carried off by him to a deserved damnation.' When
he ends thus, he perpetuates the role of "the Vice" as enacted also by
Faustus, Mother Shipton, and Friar Bacon's comic servant, "the
genuine descendent[s] of the Iniquity."'"
But sometimes Punch triumphs over the devil and this same
equivocality of dramatic intention was featured in the eighteenthcentury shows. These to us would be entirely unfamiliar. Apparently
Punch and his antics simply invaded the performance of one of the
popular puppet plays of the period such as Whittington, "Faustus, The
Creation of the World, Solomon and the Queen of Sheba,]ephthah's Rash Vow.
There might be a court scene with king or emperor and his consort on
thrones, and into this elegant environment typically Punch enters with
a wheelbarrow in which his wife Joan is seated, a parody of king and
queen and totally destructive of the court atmosphere. To this plot
Fielding, in his reference to the Emperor of Muscovy, refers. Appar
ently the eighteenth-century Punch continued to intrude into other
ordered play scripts, bringing crudeness and confusion." In 1741 a
writer suggested the "puppet rules" demanded that "at last the Devil
fetches" Punch, but Dr. Johnson in 1765 recalled how "in rustic puppet
plays I have seen the Devil very lustily belaboured by Punch," and also
remarked that "in modern puppet shows.. .Punch sometimes fights the
Devil and always overcomes him." Punch's wife may also join him to
set about the devil, who "flees from this double embrace and, thinly
' Robert Leach, The Punch andJudy Show: Histoty, Tradition, andMeaning (Athens: The University
of Georgia Press,1985), 10-13. Leach notes that the script is not known to have been written
down until 1827.
1° George Speaight, Histoty of the English PuppetTheatre, 171.
" "The interfering buffoon has reached the climax of his glory; he is so much funnier than
the other characters among whom he struts that they have ceased to matter, and the
plays into which he intruded are now much less important than himself (Speaight, 169).
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shrieking, vanishes in the air.'"^ Robert Leach concludes, ''Whoever
was the victor in any particular show, the batde between Punch and the
devil became a climax in the puppet shows of the second half of the
eighteenth century" (27). At the risk of oversimpHfication I would
guess that when theological concerns still predominated. Punch is
carried away, and when social concerns—the desire of the populace to
see the polite and privileged confounded—^predominated, the crass and
lower class Punch triumphs over their environment and over the
gendemanly and much-empowered devil as well. Possibly also, the fate
of Punch might depend on the social situation of the audience. The
suggested equahxation of power of the devil and Punch, as suggested
by their interchangeable victories, can establish Punch as sometimes a
representation of the devil.
Blifil of course, like Jonathan Wild, is most clearly associated with
the devil in Tom Jones, but also with the popular identification of the
devil with Punch, for it is he who bests one opponent after another and
is finally bested. But in the interest of comedy, as with the traditional
devil, as with Punch, his malevolence is lightened or made risible in a
number of ways. First, the very title of the book assures the reader that
in the end Tom, as hero, will triumph. Nor is BHfil, like the devil, ever
the original malefactor, a place that must be assigned to his father, so
that he is only, Hke Punch, a son of. Finally there is his made-up name:
it sounds like devil, but also hke trivial and piffle, and blifil is an
anagram for fib ill, or ill fib. The devil is the father of lies, than which
a fib is indeed more trivial. Moreover Blifil is the author or father of
many ill fibs, but if he fibs ill, then he can't in the end succeed in his
deceptions; But he functions in the novel as an exemplification of the
problem for the virmous: how are the good to penetrate the hypocrisy
and evil schemes of the bad?
Characters in this book must align themselves in. a Christian
cosmology, some positively good, some positively bad, but most
wandering indecisively, depending on temptation and circumstance,
between the two poles and capable of making choices which may either
save or damn them. Providence, fronted by Fortune for the unwise,
functions as the proper positive pole, and Satan, Milton's fallen angel.

Speaight, 171, and 195 quoting Johnson's notes to Richard III, Heuiy K, Tvelfih Ni^ht, and
Hamlet in his edition of Shakespeare.
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fronted by the comically trivialized devil, is the negative pole. Fielding's
comic devil is as compatible with the devil of the traditional Punch and
Joan puppet show as with his rival. Punch.
Considering the structure of the Punch andJoan show with which
Fielding was familiar—and that he had produced—one might postulate
that the narrator of TomJones functions in part as a Punch who intrudes
on various scenes, interjects his remarks, disrupts the proceedings, and
introduces various low events. But then he chose the more timehonored—^and Christian—option of having the devil carry off Blifil
and to underline this capacity of the evil one, an invitation to the devil
to fetch one person or another is an important trope of the novel. It
is characteristically the morally mixed and more ignorant or supersti
tious characters who support this image, which may be invoked by the
expression "To the devil with!" or in one case by a reference to Dr.
Faustus, but which is often made more specific in this novel as "May
the Devil fetch." Apparently the most popular conception of the devil
at this time is of the personage who carries the wrong-doer away to
hell. In response to the theft of Tom's £500 by Black George, the
"good women" of the playhouse lower gallery give him "to the Devil,
and many of them expected every Minute that the cloven footed
Gentleman would fetch his own" (VII:i). Irony is produced when, as
usually happens, the speaker produces the trope to certify either a
mistake or a downright lie. The terrified sentinel at the inn on the road
to Gloucester, on being assisted to rise from his faint, "imagined so
many Spirits or Devils were handling him," and insists, "The Devil
carry me away.. .if I did not see the dead Man" (VILxiv). The person
ages of inns are particularly given to the trope. At the same inn the
chambermaid remarks, "It is not my Business to wait upon Gentlemen.
I have done it, indeed, sometimes; but the Devil fetch me if ever I do
again, since you make your Preambles about it" (VII:xiv). The landlady,
as she lies about Sophia, cries "May the Devil fetch me, if I speak a
Syllable more than the Truth," and hearing her husband call Tom a
gentleman-Hke man who knows horses, replies, "He must be a
Gentleman to be sure, if he is a Horse-racer. The Devil fetch such
Gentry" (Vllltii, vii). At Upton the landlord insists to Sophia, whom
he takes for the Pretender's mistress, "May the devil fly away with me
this Instant, if I would have betrayed your Honour" (XI:vi). The
landlady at the puppeteering alehouse is impassioned about idle puppet
shows: "I remember when Puppet shows were made of good Scripture
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Stories, as ]ephthaBs Rash Vow, and such good Things, and when
wicked People were carried away by the Devil. There was some Sense
in those Matters; but as the Parson told us last Sunday, nobody believes
in the Devil now-a-day" (XII:vi). Fielding believes they ought to.
The superstitious Partridge is the most given to use of the trope.
When the Man of the Hill notes a gambling party where everyone
claimed to have lost, "and what was become of the Money, unless the
Devil himself carried it away, is difficult to determine" (the same
anecdote is told in Jonathan Wild), Partridge responds that "evil spirits
can carry away any thing without being seen.. .and I should not have
been surprized if he had carried away all the Company of a set of
wicked Wretches, who were at play in Sermon-time. And I could tell
you a true Story, if I would, where the Devil took a Man out of Bed
from another Man's Wife, and carried him away through the Key-hole
of the Door" (VIILxii). When Tom tries to make Partridge admire the
moon, he replies, "If my Eyes were fixed on a good Surloin of roast
Beef, the Devil might take the Moon and her Horns into the bargain"
(VIILix). And because Partridge believes Tom to be a Jacobite, he
pronounces the rebels "very honest Gendemen, for any thing I know
to the contrary. The Devil take him that affronts them, I say" (XII:v).
Clearly the universe of this novel includes a devil, though a devil
apparently conceived rather from Punch and Joan than from Church
of England theology. It is accordingly an index of character when
anyone invokes this trope. Northerton, Tom's would-be murderer,
constandy invokes the devd. Noting he has been at school, he explains,
"D—^n me.. .the Devil take my Father for sending me thither. The old
Put wanted to make a Parson of me, but d—n me, thinks I to myself,
I'll nick you there, old Cull: the Devil a Smack of your Nonsense"
(VIFxii). It should perhaps be noted that the north is traditionally the
special region of the devil, and Northerton is second only to the Blifils
as proof that the devil has disciples. Another devil's disciple is Lord
Fellamar, closely connected also to Lady Bellaston, and convicted by
his name as well as his intentions and by the narrator's remark on his
machinations that "the Devil, or some other evil Spirit, one perhaps
cloathed in human Flesh, was hard at Work to make him [Jones]
completely miserable in the Ruin of his Sophid' (XV:i).
The redeemable characters reveal temporary falls from grace
through their language. Nightingale, while still of a mind to desert the
seduced Nancy Miller, exclaims, "What the Devil would you have me
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do?" When Tom wonders Mrs. Miller has not seen the situation, "What
the Devil should she see?" "The Devil take me if I am not mad about
this matter!" (XTViiv). Once redeemed by his proper decision to marry
Nancy, he joins the superior circle who no longer swear by the devil.
The character of Squire Western, on the other hand, can only be
darkened by his consistent recognition of the devil and his fetching
capacities. He attacks Parson Supple, an advocate for Sophia, with "A
pretty Parson truly, to side with an undutdfiil Child. Yes, yes, I will gee
you a Living with a Pox. I'll gee un to the Devil sooner" (XV:v); and he
is still unregenerately damning his child and complaining latterly, "Who
the Devil would be plagued with a Daughter?" and "What the Devil
and Doctor FaustuA Shan't I do what I will with my own Daughter?"
(XVIILviii). He is comic enough. But when he exclaims that unless
Sophia consents to be married at once, "she shall live in a Garret upon
Bread and Water all her Days; the sooner such a B
breaks her
Heart, the better," it should be remembered that he has chivvied his
wife to death and would do the same to Sophia, and there should be no
mistake about his essential wrongheartedness. He too is in many ways
a Punch, unyielding, pugnacious, ready to combat to the death.
On the one hand, throughout, the name of the devil is capitalized,
which substantiates him, and he is acknowledged by the narrator and
by the better characters; but on the other he is trivialized by being
invoked usually only by the superstitious, the unenlightened, and the
misstepping. Thus a final way in which he is made comic is through the
equivocality of his existence. Evil exists. Fielding might be saying,
conceived by the popular as the devil—and for the purposes of this
novel, named as him, as Fortune is named for Providence.
The narrator does, however, frequendy if sometimes playfully
attest to the substantiality of the devil as he does of Fortune. Because
the good are always at a disadvantage, AUworthy "must have had the
insight of the Devil (or perhaps some of his worse Qualities)" to have
guessed that his sister and Captain Blifil were engaged in an affair (I:xi).
"One of the Maxims which the Devil, in a late Visit upon Earth, left to
his Disciples, is, when once you are got up, to kick the Stool from
under you" (I:xii). The Devil could not "receive a Guest more worthy
of him, nor possibly more welcome to him, than a Slanderer" (XI:i).
Virtue is not the certain way to happiness, for, as already quoted, while
Tom is laboring to help Nancy and Nightingale, "the Devil, or some
other evil Spirit, one perhaps cloathed in human Flesh, was hard at
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Work to make him completely miserable in the Ruin of his Sophia"
P^Vd). The narrator describes a club of which many idle stories are
told, "as, that the Devil was the President; and that he sat in Person in
an Elbow-Chair at the upper End of the Table" (XV:iii). "A Woman
that hath once been pleased with the Possession of a Man, will go
above half way to the Devil, to prevent any other Woman from
enjoying the same" (XVIiviii). At Tom's low point, "it would be
difficult for the Devil, or any of his Representatives on Earth, to have
contrived much greater Torments for poor Jones" (XVIId). And when
Blifil is exposed at last, the length of his success is credited because
so entirely had the Devil stood his Friend. And indeed, I look
upon the vulgar Observation, Thaf the Devil often deserts his
Friends, and leaves themin the lurch, to be a great Abuse on that
Gentleman's Character.
Perhaps he may sometimes desert those who are only his
Cup Acquaintance; or who, at most, are but half his; but he
generally stands by those who are thoroughly his Servants,
and helps them off in all Extremities, 'till their Bargain
expires (XVIILv).
The devil therefore lives in this comic book, but lives as a comic
figure from the puppet show or as Punch himself, and is used in a
further variety of ways that underscore his existence. Various characters
allege the possession by the devil of their opponents. Blifil once
hypocritically asks AUworthy to forgive Tom "since he must have
certainly been possessed with the Devil" (VI:x). Thwackum, another
unregenerate character, writes to AUworthy about Tom, "Had not my
Hand been with-held from due Correction, I had scourged much of
this diabolical Spirit out of a Boy, of whom from his Infancy I
discovered the Devil had taken such entire Possession" (XVIIIuv).
The landlady on the road to Gloucester, having been informed Tom is
a gentieman, reassesses her opinion of Northerton: "Why sure the
Devil must possess the wicked Wretch to do such an Act" (VII:xiti).
Unluckily her reassessment is not founded on proper grounds, and she
is as self-interested as ever. Learning that Tom is not AUworthy's heir,
she pretends to hear a caU and hastily leaves him: "Coming! coming! the
Devil's in aU our Yolk, nobody hath any Ears. I must go down Stairs"
(VIILii). Tom's condemnation of Blifil is milder and juster: "I don't
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wonder that he should impose upon you in so short an Acquaintance;
for he hath the Cunning of the Devil himself (XII:x).
In other ways the devil helps to place the characters on the
continuum stretching vertically from the infernal plane to the heavenly.
Fielding uses a technique of association to annotate the spiritual
condition of his characters with economy. The foolish, pliable, and very
fallible Partridge easily makes more of the devil than anyone else. The
devil and ghosts are constandy in his fears. In an inn at the cry of a
screech owl he rushes to the kitchen to share wine with the post boy,
as in his presence "he apprehended no Danger from the Devil, or any
of his Adherents" pC:iii). In the puppeteering alehouse, t03dng with the
idea of returning Tom to AUworthy, he tells an exciseman his fear of
reprisal: "You don't know what a Devil of a Fellow he is. He can take
me up with one Hand, and throw me out at Window; and he would
too, if he did but imagine—" (XILvii). He imagines that a tumble from
his horse is the work of an old woman he has taken for a witch: "It is
ill jesting with People who have Power to do these Things; for they are
often very malicious. I remember a Farrier, who provoked one of
them, by asking her when the Time she had bargained with the Devil
for, would be out; and within three Months from that very Day one of
his Best Cows was drowned." The saga of the farrier's destruction
continues (XILxii). When Tom finds Sophia's pocketbook. Partridge
argues for keeping the money: "Indeed, if I had not known to whom
it belonged, I might have thought it was the Devil's Money, and have
been afraid to use it, but as you know otherwise, and came honestly by
it, it would be an Affront to Fortune to part with it" (XILxiii). Par
tridge's consistently skewed thinking ("came honestly by it," "Fortune")
collates positively with his perception of the devil. While frightened by
the invitation of the ghost in Garrick's Hamlet, he cries, "Followyou? I'd
follow the devil as soon. Nay, perhaps it is the Devil—for they say he
can put on what likeness he pleases" (XVLv). At the end of the scene,
to Tom he says, "Nay, Sir, if you are not afraid of the Devil, I can't help
it," and advises Hamlet, "Ay, you may draw your Sword; what signifies
a Sword against the Power of the Devil?" When, wrong as usual, he
brings Tom the devastating news that Mrs. Waters is his mother, he
consoles him: "Sure the Devil himself must have contrived to bring
about this Wickedness" (XVIIFii). Partridge is not so much a disciple
of the devil as the BUfils, Northerton, or Thwackum, but he is equipped
with a moral plasticity and a lack of sympathy which renders him
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incapable of perceiving or cleaving to truth or of acting on any motive
but that of his momentarily perceived self-interest. He is thus in
constant danger of falling prey to the devil, the danger if not the cause
of which he well perceives. He is a prime example of lack of moral
commitment.
Squire Western is second only to Partridge in his consistent
invocations of the devil. On Sophia's refusing to marry Blifil because
_ it would kill her, he cries "Then die and be d—ned" (VI:vii). On
learning that Sophia loves Tom, he cries, "Why Zounds, who could
have thought it? What the Devil had she to do wi'n? He did not come
there a courting to her; he came there a hunting with me" (X:x). "Who
the Devil are you?" he demands of Lord Fellamar; "You my Son-inlaw, and be d—n'd to you!" pCV:v). Quarreling with his sister he cries,
"Z
ds and the Devil, did ever Mortal hear the like?" and "Z
ds
and B1
d. Sister, what would you have me say? You are enough to
provoke the Devil" (XVLiv). Perhaps his invocations of God's wounds
and blood in the same breath with the devil suggest a balance between
the two poles that may yet redeem him, but he pursues his daughter
with a "D—n the Slut," a shorthand version of "The Devil fetch her";
nor is he averse to damning himself (XILii). Aunt Western is sure
Sophia will not refuse to see Blifil at a proper time: "The DevU she
won't," responds Western, and then, turning to Blifil, "What the Devil
would you have me do?...I can no more turn her, than a Beagle can
turn an old Hare" (XVI:vii), And his final complaints—^"Who the Devil
would be plagued with a Daughter?" and "What the Devil and Dr.
Faustus!" (XVIILviii) show him still unregenerate.
Honour is another figure defined by her potential dealings with the
devil. Her name is not emblematic of herself; she is Sophia's Honour,
for Sophia, unlike Clarissa, has the good sense to elppe with a compan
ion of her own. Otherwise her name is entirely ironic. Honour tells
Sophia early on that "All the young Fellows in the World may go to the
DM, for me" (IV:xii). She cannot intend a good office without
invoking the devil (or her self interest): when Sophia bursts into tears
over Tom's farewell letter, she says, "Fm sure I thought it would have
comforted your La'ship, or I would have seen it at the Devil before I
would have touched it." Honour is willing both to countenance
Sophia's love affair with Tom and to recommend she switch to BHfil.
When Sophia says she will rather plunge a dagger into her heart.
Honour responds, "To be sure it can be nothing but the Devil which
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can put such wicked Thoughts into the Head of any body" (Vllrvii).
On theit parting, the narrator notes, "something (for I would not.. .in
jure the Devil by any false Accusation, and possibly he might have had
no Hand in it) but something, I say, suggested itself to her, that by
sacrificing Sophia and all her secrets to Mr. Western, she might probably
make her Fortune" (VILvii). Honour, like Partridge provided with the
moral plasticity necessary to those who follow self-interest almost
exclusively, frequently flirts with the devil and in the end, become Lady
Bellaston's maid, will very likely fall to him.
The same method provides an easy definition of the ungenteel
lower orders. AUworthy's housekeeper, on the false news of his
approaching death, muses "I suppose he hath left me Mourning; but,
i-fackins! If that be all, the Devil shall wear it for him for me." She has
"saved" £500 in his service. Thinking next of the tutor Square, she
continues, "I don't believe there is arrow a Servant in the House ever
saw the Colour of his Money. The Devil shall wait upon such a
Gentleman for me" (V:viii). And thus she is characterized, like
Partridge and Honour, as virtually completely self-serving.
Mrs. Waters is economically dispatched when after Tom's capture,
imprisonment, and subsequent illness, instead of abetting his reforma
tion, she laughs at his resolution to sin no more. She "with great
Pleasantry ridiculed all this, as the Effects of low Spirits and Confine
ment. She repeated some Witticisms about the Devil when he was sick
(XVILix)." But she had already been associated with the devil when
a sergeant who suspects she is not really married to Captain Waters,
adds, "the Lady, to give the Devil his Due, is a very good Sort of Lady"
(IX:vi). She is a woman of mixed potential, but, like all of Fielding's
learned ladies, of breachable morality.
The spiritual condition of Mrs. Fitzpatrick is despatched in the
same manner. She remarks that her husband despises a particular man
who respected his wife's understanding; "Before he would be so
governed by a Wife, he said, especially such an ugly B
.. .he would
see all the Women upon Earth at the Devil." Why her husband has
conceived his suspicions of her virtue she cannot imagine: "Nay, he
must have had it from Nature, or the Devil must have put it into his
" "The Devil was sick,The devil a monk would be; the devil was well, the devil a monk was
he": Henry Fielding, The Hisioiy of Tom Jones, a Foundling, ed. Fredson Bowers, 2 vols.
(Middlebury: Wesleyan University Press, 1975), u:911, note.
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Head; for I defy all the World to cast a just Aspersion on my Charac
ter" (XI:vii). She is not very nice, either, in her regard for her aunt, and
quotes Beau Nash at Bath when he warns her about her husband,
Fitzpatrick: "As for your old stinking Aunt, if it was to be no Injury to
you, and pretty Sopl^ Western...1 should be heartily glad that the Fellow
was in Possession of all that belongs to her. I never advise old Women:
For if they take it into their Heads to go to the Devil, it is no more
possible, than worth while, to keep them from him" (XIriv).
Black George, who like a number of other personages hovers
between the two spiritual planes, is characterized in an indirect
quotation from Partridge: George, Partridge tells Tom, is his friend
"and wished Mr. Bhfil at the Devil more than once" (XV:xii). Landla
dies consistendy invoke the devil: in addition to the examples given,
they cry, "What, in the Devil's Name, is the Reason of all this Distur
bance?"; "Why the Devil would you not keep some of the best Rooms
for the Quality?"; 'What the Devil would the Lady have better than
such a handsome Man with a great Estate?" (X:ii; X:iii; XILvii). To
them Mrs. Whitefield at the Bell in Gloucester is a welcome exception
(VIII:viii).
Blifil, however, is differently condemned, that is, not from his own
carefully managed mouth that never utters an indecorous word, but by
the narrator himself, and that somewhat belatedly. '"I see. Sir, now,'
said Blifil, with one of those grinning Sneers with which the Devil
marks his best Beloved" (XVILii). When finally he is trapped by
AUworthy, and "seemed sinking into the Earth," the devil is said to be
protecting those who are thoroughly his servants (XVIII:v). He is
lucky: "Fortune, however, or the Gentleman lately mentioned above,
stood his friend." No longer AUworthy's heir and reduced to a
straitening allowance, his prudent marriage to a Methodist widow is a
temporal damnation that prefigures an eternal one.
The Man of the Hill also casts illumination on the devil. His
housekeeper informs Tom and Partridge that the country people round
about fear him for walking the hill by night, and were "not...more
afraid of the Devil himself (VIILx)—an example of the wrong
perceptions of the mob. His remark about the gambling party where
everyone declared losses so that "what was become of the Money,
unless the Devil himself carried it away, is difficult to determine"
(VIILxii), is an ironic charge against the veracity of the gamblers. But
he speaks with authenticity, reminding us of the church's assessment of
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the devil, when he describes a college mate who enjoyed destroying
youths of inferior fortune, "thus acting the Character which is recorded
of the Devil, and going about seeking whom he may devour" (Vllhxi).
Though wrong in his withdrawal from society, the Man of the Hill is
informed about evil.
The Man of the Hill, with his remark about the Devil's going
about to seek whom he might devour, inserts into the novel the
hunting aspect of the devil, for though Fortune actually does have
delegated powers which enable her to effect chaos, the devil, despite
persistent accounts of his kinetic abilities, can actually only tempt. The
hunting episodes in Tom Jones form a trope identified and discussed by
John Preston.''^ It is a trope arguably allusive to this chief activity of
the devil. Birds and animals are hunted, an activity deprecated by
Fielding, among other occasions, when "the Sport [of the fox hunt] was
ended by the Death of the little Animal which had occasioned it"
(XII:ii). The poor trembling hare and the plump doe are likened to
hunted women (X;vi; XVIFiv), and on locating Sophia, Partridge refers
to her as the "lost Bird" (XV:xit). The hunting of men (and women) is
iterated in the several pursuits after Partridge, Sophia, Mrs. Fit2patrick,
Tom, and the highwayman connection of Mrs. MUler. Western is the
inveterate huntsman, hollaing to set Blifil after Sophia ("Follow her.
Boy, follow her; run in, run in, that's it. Honeys") (VILvi), setting up
the holla "used by Sportsmen when their Game is in View" on seizing
Tom at Upton (X;vii), remarking that Partridge left everywhere a strong
scent behind him (X;ix); turning aside from his chase after Sophia to
join a fox hunt (XILii); demanding, on locating Sophia, that she be
unkenneled at,once (XV:v), likening Sophia in her obstinacy to an old
hare (XVFvii), Tom and Fellamar to a fox and a badger respectively,
and himself to Actaeon, preferring to be devoured by his own hounds
to visiting among a group of fashionable women (XVILiii). In his
inveterate self-will he laments the unfortunate condition of men,
"always whipt in by the Humours of some d—^nd B
or other. I
think I was hard run enough by your Mother for one Man; but after
giving her a Dodge, here's another B
follows me upon the Foif
(Vlltiv). Even Tom's ultimate temptation by the rich and attractive
Arabella Hunt can be interpreted as a final cast of the devil, who is

' In "Plot as Irony; The Reader's Role in Tom Jones" ELH 35 (1968), 365-80.
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more successful with the rich widow who traps Blifil. As Arabella
Hunt's name defines her role/^ the name Partridge marks Little
Benjamin as the hunted rather than the hunting. He is an incarnation
of the partridge Tom once pursued onto Western's land, having himself
(figuratively) been pursued onto AUworthy's. Perhaps Nightingaleis also
offered as a victim to the oppressive intentions of his father and uncle;
left to his own choices, we learn, he is no unconscionable rake, but a
sincere young man with no harna in him. The number of devil's
disciples and huntsmen in the novel provides it with plenty of both
consistent and occasional conflict.
But Fielding, with the insertion into the novel of the devil and all
his works and of hunting imagery that reflects the devil's restless quest,
has still other strategies to deploy. The narrator has his own part to
play, teasing by playing both Punch (who is suggestive of the devil) in
his intrusions and the devil himself as he reveals (tnisleadingly),
conceals, hints, suggests, and obfuscates; "Perhaps the Reader may
account for this Behaviour [Bridget's willingness to accept the
foundling Tom] when we have informed him, that the good Man had
ended his Narrative with owning a Resolution to take care of the
Child.. .for, to acknowledge the Truth, she was always ready to oblige
her Brother" (I:iv). If he never lies, even when he speaks truth, he
nevertheless deliberately sets us on the wrong track. So with whom is
he aligned? And what precisely is his purpose?
Steven Blakemore has suggested a reading of the narrator of
Paradise host as demonstrating a satanic hubris,'® noting "a connection
between the poet's ambition and Satan's presumption," with verbal
echoes accentuating the similarities. The suggestion starts what seems
to be a fruitful consideration of the same play between Fielding's
narrator and the devil he mockingly validates. After all. Fielding quotes
Milton frequendy throughout his works; in his own epic he may be
comically adapting the narrator of Milton's. His own narrator too may
be suspected of having not only hubristic presumption but actual

" Her first name may actually be a compliment to Richardson as a reference to Clarissa's
unpleasant sister, which might help to characterize the lady.
" Steven Blakemore, '"With no middle flight": Poetic Pride and Satanic Huhtis in Paradise
Lost," Ketiiucfy Review 5 (1985): 23-31. See also his "Rebellious Reading: The Douhleness of
WoUstonecraft's Subversion of Paradise Lost," Texas Studies inLiterature andLanfftage 34 (1992):
451-80.
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Satanic intentions, for is it not the devil's technique to obfuscate,
confuse, mislead?
Doubt may be elicited even at the start of the book when the
narrator leads us imperceptibly up a steep hill to view Allworthy's
domain. The hill on which the Man of the Hill lives suggests a moral
superiority, but here the language is ambiguous. "Reader, take Care, I
have unadvisedly led thee to the Top of as high a Hill as Mr. Allworthf%,
and how to get thee down without breaking thy Neck, I do not well
know" (I:iv). The passage is reminiscent of Paradise JLoj/VII, 1-23, in
which the narrator soars "above ^Olympian Hill" and is guided down
again "Lest from this flying Steed unrein'd...I fall." The hills of
Paradise are also figured in Paradise Losi,^^ where in Book XI Michael
has led Adam up a height from which he sets before him a vision of
events before the Flood, then remarks, "Let us descend now therefore
from this top / Of Speculation; for the hour precise / Exacts our
parting hence" (XII;589—91). The "top of Speculation" corresponds to
the real hill; in an earlier episode the hill is figurative when Adam says
to Raphael, "Therefore from this high pitch let us descend / A lower
flight, and speak of things at hand / Useful" (VIII:198—202). Fielding's
narrator has taken us to a height to show us Paradise in the form of
Allworthy's estate. Perilously we slide down again together. But is there
an ambiguity? For the Christian, the passage iti Book I of TomJones may
also be allusive to the occasion when Satan took Christ to a height, "an
exceeding high mountain," to tempt him with all the good things of the
world if he would fall down and worship (Matthew 4:8—9).
That ambiguity illustrates the question of the spiritual position of
the book's narrator. As the narrator teases, jockeys, misdirects, and
secretively conceals the truth, he winds almost sinuously among the
facts determining the real state of affairs that the reader mistakenly
seems to have penetrated while arriving at one wrong conclusion after
. another—all dehberately arranged by the narrator. He seems to roam
the earth, like the puppeteer fetching various personages on and off. Is
he also seeking whom he may devour? He may well arouse such
suspicions, for he invites them. Once he refers to his own wicked heart
(XILiii).

" As Steven Blakemore points out, "Rebellious Reading," 460.
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In fact, he uses the devil's techniques to accomplish good works.
Samuel Johnson was no great appreciator of Fielding's novels, but the
year after the publication of Tom Jones in Rambler A he was to prescribe
for the writers of novels exactly what Fielding attempted. Knowledge
of the world, he suggests, "will be found much more frequently to
make men cunning than good.
The purpose of these writings is surely not only to show
mankind, but to provide that they may be seen hereafter with
less hazard; to teach the means of avoiding the snares which
are laid by Treachery for Innocence, without infusing any
wish for that superiority with which the betrayer flatters his
vanity; to give the power of counteracting fraud, without the
temptation to practise it; to initiate youth by mock encoun
ters in the art of necessary defence, and to increase prudence
without impairing virtue.
Despite their other differences in respect to the novel, this
program precisely describes Fielding's purpose in 1749. How were the
good to protect themselves against the schemes of the bad when they
had no notion about such scheming? It could be done by the provision
of mock encounters.
The virtuous are typically in the condition of AUworthy, the best
of men, who is duped by his sister and Captain Blifil (I:xii), by the
Blifils consistently, by Square and Thwackum—^in short, by all with
whom he lives (including his thieving housekeeper), and who commits
egregious acts of injustice against Partridge and Tom. In this respect,
Tom Jones is a pedagogical course of instruction in the ways of the world
and of the necessity of learning them so as not to make similar
misjudgments.
The novel is filled with admonitory and cautionary paradigmatic
simations. Do not believe in quick protestations of disinterested
friendship. Do not believe the versions of events current in society. Do
not believe the witnesses in a court of law. Sometimes, on the principle
that "what I tell you three times is true," Fielding has fun repeating a
simation three times, testing to see if the reader will get the point. Thus
a doctor may claim a patient is near death so as to cover his reputation
should the patient die, to cover himself with glory should he recover.
Doctors use this ploy with Squire AUworthy in his iUness, with Tom at
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the inn, and with Fitzpatrick after his duel with Tom (V:vii; VIIFiii;
XVI:x) . When for the third time the patient lives, the reader is dull
who is not forewarned. In the same manner do stern parents or
guardians, for their own advantages, order their children to marry
against their wills. Mr. Nightingale, Mrs. Western, and the Quaker Tom
meets at an inn must in the end be exposed as caring nothing for the
real happiness of their children so that as Squire Western behaves in
the same way, he stands indicted for abuse.
Fielding's concern is to educate the good to understand evil so
that they will not be cozened. That is, he intends to teach his audience
about good and evil. Like Satan. Moreover, he does so by offering food
to eat, presenting his various chapters as a feast (I:i). Eating is the
controlling metaphor for reading his book. His knowledge is, like the
apple, to be consumed. His catering, like the catering of the devil, is
epistemological.
He literally plays the devil with us. Though he doesn't lie, the
disingenuous insertion of the word "Truth" reinvokes the remark in
Jonathan Wild about thieves who "have the words honesty, honour, and
friendship as often in their mouths as any other men" (1:6). Does this
narrator not roam the earth at will? Does he not fetch and carry off the
personages at will? Does he not have an uncanny knowledge of what
they are up to?
Is it not his thesis that only knaves see through knaves, but that
his readers must be educated in knavery for their own protection? He
claims to have been "admitted behind the Scenes of this great Theatre
of Nature" (VII:327). Is he then a knave so to understand knaves?
What precisely is the food at his ordinary, then? Is it knowledge of a
suspect kind? It is true that the Author, as he names himself, recom
mends that the good must acquire prudence and circumspection (and
insight), and that he protests for his own sake he desires not to be
"misunderstood to recommend the very Means to my worthy Readers,
by which I intend to shew them they will be undone. And this, as I
could not prevail on any of my Actors to speak, I myself was obliged
to declare" (IILvii). But can we trust him? Trust cannot be properly
bestowed until the narrator reveals (most of) the truth, shows how
providence has distributed justice, and bids us farewell.
In the end, then, the, narrator justifies himself in a grand way. The
knowledge he brings (as food) is a redemption. Everything has been for
our own good. We have been led to learn that we must seek the
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motives of others' actions, must know many circumstances before we
can guess the truth. The best of men has made dangerous mistakes.
But Providence has secured the futures of the deserving and discovered
the ill-doings of the undeserving. Fielding's universe has been en
dorsed: the spirit of evil really does roam the earth, and the deserving
had better be prepared to outguess it. The truth about anyone is as
difficult to arrive at as has been the truth about the narrator.
The justification of the narrator serves also as a justification for
the much-maHgned novel, though perhaps Johnson would not have
accepted it. Those at the London masquerade who are in the know, see
beyond the masks; those who are not, are deceived (XIILix). Though
Fielding, as he wrote TomJones, disregards those strictures compounded
the following year by Johnson (perhaps with Fielding's work in mind),
strictures against the presentation of any but exemplary characters, the
presentation of protagonists of mixed good and bad qualities, yet
Fielding's incorporation into his world not only of the struggle between
the good and the evil, but also of the same struggle within his protago
nist results in a tale that is not only cautionary but also exemplary. In
the end the devil may still have his disciples but Paradise Hall is back
in order.
It might be suggested that some early novelists, aware of the
stigma attached to their form, sometimes played out the ambivalence
of the reputation of their occupation in the moral ambivalence of their
protagonists, which is finally, like the book, resolved in virtue. Defoe
is the model for this justificatory play. Moll Flanders stands for the
novelist, confessing the morally reprehensible content of her life/book,
then demonstrating how it all might turn to good in the end. Roxana
similarly recounts the evil progress of her life/book, then redoes it
from a (corrective) Christian viewpoint. So Fielding might figure
himself as novelist in Jones, demonstrating that ambiguous appearances
might in the end tend to a setded virtue. The justification of the
mission of the narrator becomes a justification of the mission of the
novelist. The devil has been useful in more ways than one. He has
provided appropriate conflict for a long comic epic; taught the reader
to repudiate him; complicated a reaction to the narrator that honed the
reader's judgmental skills; and helped, by his exposure, to demonstrate
the moral utility of the novel form.

